A Day in the Life

The day starts bright and early for care staff and the chimpanzees. Help the team finish their morning routine by filling in the minute hand (large) and hour hand (small) on the clocks.

1. The sun is up and the chimpanzees are awake, and care staff arrive at 7 a.m. for another exciting day at the sanctuary.

2. Kevin hops on a golf cart at 7:30 a.m. It’s time to drive around and check on the colony!

3. It’s 8 a.m. and the chimpanzees are ready for their morning chow. Pant hoots all around as Kevin delivers the biscuits.

4. The sun is shining at 8:45 a.m. and the chimpanzees are asked to shift outside. Time for the team to clean bedrooms!

5. Hungry again? It’s 10 a.m. and the chimpanzees are ready for another round! Kevin loads up to deliver their breakfast. Kale, peppers, potatoes and bananas are overflowing.

6. Kevin gathers the blankets at 10:15 a.m. to wash in the laundry. The chimpanzees will love their clean things!

7. Kevin and care staff got a lot done by following their morning routine. It’s 11 a.m. and time for a break and a chimpanzee play session!